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Universal Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 142 pages. Dimensions: 8.3in. x
5.5in. x 0.4in.The Conscious Stream: Review Edition describes a theory built on the idea that
consciousness--a stream of separate conscious instants, like frames making up a reel of film--is
formed as trajectories circulate around the nervous system circuitry. In this model, a trajectory is a
series of neuron groups energized in turn. (Picture it as a sequence of lights flashing around a
marquee or perhaps as a comet blazing through a linked series of packed neuron groups--through
circuits of the nervous system. ) When a trajectory passes through the thalamus--a central area of
the brain--an instant of experience is inserted into our lifelong conscious stream. This instant of
experience can be a sensation, thought, or feeling. The particular instant depends on the source of
the trajectory. When a trajectory is initiated by sound waves to the ear, and passes through the
thalamus, for example, a sensation (in this case, a sound) enters the conscious stream. As the
description of this model progresses, we see how a trajectory from the thalamus to the cortex is
recorded, and becomes a part of a network of records . . . and...
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An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really completely and beneficial. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.

This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will likely be enhance once you full
looking over this ebook.
-- Juanita Reynolds-- Juanita Reynolds
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